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Release Notes 

These release notes describe the changes to the eVision libraries introduced since eVision 6.7, 
including intermediate Patches and Upgrades. 

 

Warning : This release uses a new version of the SafeNet Sentinel SDK 
(previously Rainbow Sentinel)  and, thus, a new driver must be installed to use 
it. Please do not uncheck the option concerning the installation of the SafeNet 
Sentinel dongles driver if you use those. 

 

General notes about eVision 6.7.1 

 

About eVision Initialization and Termination 

 

The eVision libraries need to be initialized before being used. In this release, we introduce two 
canonic ways to initialize them. 
 
The first is simply to make a call to an eVision method. The first such call will initialize the 
libraries, but will also increase the time needed to execute this method. 
 

The second, and recommended, way consists of calling the new Initialize() function 

before any other call to eVision. This call will perform the initialization of eVision, and, thus, no 
time increase will happen during any other call to eVision functions. 
 
C++ : void Euresys::eVision::Initialize( ); 

.NET : void Euresys.eVision.Easy.Initialize( ); 

ActiveX : EasyMain.Initialize( ) 

 
In addition to the Initialize() function, we provide the Terminate() function which 

performs the cleanup procedures of the eVision libraries. 
 
C++ : void Euresys::eVision::Terminate( ); 

.NET : void Euresys.eVision.Easy.Terminate( ); 

ActiveX : EasyMain.Terminate( ) 

 
The call to Terminate(), as for Initialize(), is optional but recommended. If you don’t 

call it before the end of the application it will be called automatically when the eVision libraries 
are unloaded.  
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About Borland IDEs and Exceptions 

 

In Borland C++ Builder and Delphi, when an exception is thrown inside eVision, the debugger 
will stop on it, even if this exception is catched internally by eVision and thus does not derive 
from an error.  

This behaviour is by design in Borland products.  

This behaviour, however, can be disabled by disabling the corresponding debugger option 
"Stop on … Exceptions".  

Under Builder, the option "Stop on C++ Exceptions" is located in "Tools" -> "Debugger 
Options..." -> "Language Exceptions". 

Under Delphi, the option "Stop on Delphi Exceptions" is located in "Tools" -> "Debugger 
Options..." -> "Language Exceptions" 
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C++ libraries 

Easy 

Fixes 

 The EImageC24A::Save( ) and EImageC24A::Load( ) methods are available for 

bitmap formats (E_FILE_FORMAT_COLOR_BMP). 

 Images that have had their internal buffer replaced using the SetImagePtr( ) 

method were sometimes incorrectly drawn. This has been fixed. 

 

EasyColor 

Fixes 

 Corrected ClrGetComponent( ) on large RGB24 images. 

 

EasyFind 

Features 

 The interpolation is now activated by default. 

 

To return to the previous default behaviour of EasyFind, set the Interpolate 

property to FALSE just after the initialization of your PatternFinder object: 

 

Euresys::eVision::PatternFinder myPatterFinder; 

myPatterFinder.Interpolate = FALSE; 

 

Fixes 

 A rare run-time error occurring when executing continuously repeated find operations 
has been corrected. 

 

EasyGauge 

Fixes 

 The Thickness property of the gauges was not taken into account when the 

RectangularSamplingArea was used. This has been fixed. 

 

EasyImage 

Fixes 

 Corrected copy and add operations when processing large RGB24 images 

 Some statistics in ImgAnalyseHistogram( ) returned wrong results. This issue has 

been fixed. 
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EasyMatch 

Fixes 

 The GetPatternHeight( ) function returned the pattern width instead of the pattern 

height. This malfunction has been solved. 
 

 When a scaling or angular tolerance was set, EasyMatch sometimes did not find the 
learning pattern as the best occurrence in the learning image. This has been fixed. 

 

EasyMatrixCode 

Fixes 

 Fixed a bug in the decoding. 

 

EasyObject 

Fixes 

 Results returned by the ContourGravityCenter( ) function when the contour path 

is very large are now correct. 

 The order of the parameters supplied to the AnalyseObjects( ) functions had 

an  impact on the function result, which was an error. This has been fixed. 

 Correction of a run-time error while executing SortObjectUsingFeature( ) in 

debug mode. 
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ActiveX 

EasyMain control 

Fixes 

 The AnalyseHistogram method raised an undue error when trying to analyse the 
histogram of a BW8 Image. This has been fixed. 

 

EBW16Image control 

Fixes 

 It was reported that, when displaying an EBW16Image, it could lead to a skewed 
image. This malfunction has been fixed. 

 

EFind control 

Fixes 

 A rare run-time error occurring when executing continuously repeated find operations 
has been corrected. 

 

E...Image and E...ROI controls 

Fixes 

 The SameSize method of EImage and EROI controls now accepts every type of 
EImage and EROI controls. 

 

EImageSequence control 

Fixes 

 It was reported that under certain circumstances, the images recorded with 
eImageSequence were corrupted. This malfunction has been solved. 

 

EMatrixCodeReader control 

Features 

 The Timeout property has been added. This property allows you to set a timeout to the 
reading process of matrix codes. This timeout is set in microseconds. 
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.NET 

General 

Fixes 

 There were some memory leaks occurring when using the .NET components. This has 
been fixed. 

 

Easy 

Features 

 In the .NET API, the Easy.JpegQuality propery has been added: 

 

System.Int32 Euresys.eVision.Easy.JpegQuality [Write Only] 

 

EasyBGA 

Features 

 The BgaEditor sample program is available in C#. 

 

Fixes 

 It was reported that some methods were not available in the .NET API. These functions 
have been added. Refer to the Documentation Update for a list of the newly added 
functions. In addition, a C# sample program (BgaEditor) was added to demonstrate the 
use of these functions. 

 

EasyGauge 

Fixes 

 The Type property of the Shape object was missing and has been added: 

 

Euresys.eVision.ShapeType Euresys.eVision.Shape.Type [Read Only] 

 

Warning : In accordance with this, the Euresys.eVision.EasyGauge.ShapeType 

enum has been moved from the Euresys.eVision.EasyGauge namespace to the 

Euresys.eVision namespace, thus becoming Euresys.eVision.ShapeType. 

 

EasyMultiCam 

Fixes 

 It was reported that under certain circumstances, an error occurred when exiting the 
EmcBase sample program. This malfunction has been solved. 

 Fixed a memory leak that occurred during acquisitions. 
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EasyAccess 

General 

Fixes 

 It was reported that in case of a ring warp operation, the VB script generated by 
EasyAccess was wrong. This malfunction has been solved. 

 

 A crash occurring in EasyAccess when grabbing images with EasyGrab for Picolo has 
been corrected. 

 

 Correction of problems occurring under some circumstances when executing the 
"Paste as New Image" command. 

 

EasyMatrixCode 

Fixes 

 In EasyAccess only, a crash could occur when reading some specific images. This has 
been fixed. 
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Documentation 

eVision User’s Guide 

Features 

 The EasyMultiCam documentation has been added to this document. See the 
EasyMultiCam : Image Acquisition chapter. 

 

eVision C++ Reference Manual 

Features 

 The EasyMultiCam documentation has been added to this document. See the 
EasyMultiCam : Image Acquisition chapter. 

 

Note : For more details about the changes in the documentation, please consult the 
‘Documentation Update’ document. 


